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The shear behaviour of reinforced concrete beams w ith vanous types of vertical shear remforce-
ments and for di ff erent load arrangements, modelling the action of headed anchors Installed In 
Ine tension zone, is numencally analysed by a non-linear finite element program based on a 
smeared crack approach tak ing In to account non-linear fracture mechanics Factors affecting the 
ultimate shear strength are discussed w ith respect to the numertcal analysIs and the overall 
structural response. 

RESUME 
Le modele mecamque d 'a ffa lbltssement de contralnte apres flsSurallon du beton en traction, ainSI 
que la resistance-meme en tractton de ce matertau cons tituent Ie base du modele de dlscretlsa-
lion des fissures dans une analyse par elements fmis Ce concept est ul tlltse dans ['analyse du 
probleme du clsaillement de poutres en beton arme sous dtfferentes positions de la charge, celie-
:1 chemlnant dans la mattere au moyen des elements d'armature ancres dans Ie beton et les 
elrters Les facteurs Qui Influent sur la resistance ultlme a I'effort tranchant sont dlscutes a la 
lumlere du respect des diSPOSit ions enoncees par la Norme au suret des techniques d'ancrage. 

ZUSAMMENfASSUNG 
Es wlrd der Etnfluss von durch Kopfbolzen In die Belonzugzone elngelelteten Laslen auf das 
Schubtragverhal ten von Stahlbetonbalken mit unterschledlichen Schubbewehrungen untersuch t. 
Die Studlen werden mit elnem nlchtltnearen FE-Programm durchgefuhrt, das auf dem Konzept 
der verschmlerten Risse unter Beruckslchtlgung der nichtllnearen Bruchmechanlk beruht Ole das 
Schubtragverhalten beelnflussenden Faktoren werden dlsku tle rt . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The shear strength ofrcinforced concrete beams is almost exclusively studied for the cases where the 
loads are applied through plates directly onto the top beam surface. However t in modem structllrtS 
the loads may partly be applied by means of high-tech metal anchoring elements placed in the bottom 
part of the beam. The influence of this load application by mea.ns of anchoring elements on the shur 
strength of beams without shear reinforcement has been extensively studied by Eligehausen et al. 
[31. Their principal conclusion was that on an a.verage the shear failure load is reduced by 10% when 
the entire load is applied by means of anchoring elements placed in the bottom, tensile zone. The 
same conclusion was verified by CerveJlb et aI. (2) in a finite element analysis of reinforced conae1e 

beams with no shear reinforcement. 

The present analysis is accomplished by the FE program AXIS, developed at the Institut flir Werk· 
stoffe im Bauwcsen, University oC Stuttgart. The goal was to study the influence oC loads introduced 
into the bottom zone on the shear strength of beams with different vertica18bear rcinforcemeD~. 

2. SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 

The analysis concerns reinforced. concrete beams failing in shear. The dimensions of the T·beam, 
(Fig. 1) and the shear span ratio.\ = aId = 2.8 are chosen in order to ensure a shear-tension failure 
and to avoid a shear-compression (for smalt.\) and bending failure (for large >.). The principal goal 
is to investigate the infiuence of different load arrangements for various stirrups cross-sedions on 
the shear strength. Three different loading cases may be distinguished from Fig. 2, in which load 
case a represents a beam with concentrated loads applied on the top surface. Load case 6 represents 
the application of 20% of the totaIloads by means of anchoring elements placed in the bottom zone. 
Load case c is analysed for the sake of direct comparison with load case h, with the same shear span 
ratio and load proportions, but with loads placed on the top surface. Each of this three loading cases 
was applied on a beam with five different stirrups configurations (no stirrupsj tv.-o-Iegged ¢6. ¢S. 
~10 and four-legged 4>8 stirrups, each at a spacing" = O.15m). The longitudinal reinforcement ra.tio 
Pw = 2.38% is taken as constant in order to preclude the inftuence of its va.riability on the resuhs. 
Yielding point for all stirrups is /'" = 350M Pa and for bending reinforcement III = 450M Pa. 

In the bottom part of the web, headed studs with anchoring length h ... = lOOmm are located. The 
stud spacing" = O.30m is chosen in order to avoid mutual effects of neighbouring studs [3J. The 
loads applied on the studs are proportional to the loads applied on the top surCace, and are smaller 
than the concrete cone failure load oC 55.0kN (according to [3]). 

Only the effects of static loading are considered. The loads are increased gradually. Load increments 
are not equal, iUl~ depend on the employed arc length iterative procedure, which is a displacement 
controlled analysIS. EfI'eds of repeated. dynamic or reversed loading were not studied. 

3. FE ANALYSIS: MATERIAL MODEL 

3.1 Concrete Parameters 

Reinforced concrete is a highly nonlinear structural material. Prior to crushing or tensile failure, ~n 
the ~E program AXIS, concrete is considered as a hyperelastic material. for which the stress-strain 
relations are of the form: 

l1;j = F(J .. J,. J3)';j (Il 

wher~ the.initial elastic constants are replaced by scalar functions F(IlI J'l,lJ) associated with t~e 
first IDvanant 11 of the stress tensor and the second and third invariants Ja, J3 of the deviatonc 
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dreu teuor. The nonlinear isotropic eJa.stic stress-strain rel~tion prior to crushing or tensile fall· 
ure is modelled by a. quadratic parabola. in compression and by linear loading in tension. A linear 
strain 60ftening is assumed after crushing a.nd after tensile failure (Fig. 3). The scalar functions 
F(Ilt J2. J3), developed from Kupfer's biaxial experimental data. are established to include the vari· 
able peak strengths in compression or tension, depending on the total state of stress. The crack is 
initia.ted after the principal stress exceeds the tensile strength. The softening modulus in tension 
Er is bued on nonlinear fracture mechanics and calculated according to the crack band theory of 
B ..... t and Oh [I) : 

E 
LcA = (2) I-it: 

in which Le is the width of an element, or the square root of the area. assigned to an integration 
point. The value LeA. ealled characteristic length is assumed to be a material property dependant 
on the fracture energy G b modulus of elasticity E and the direct tensile strength fd' 

In the present analysis, the material properties are characterized by only three material parameters, 
with the following values: uniaxial compressive strength Ie == 30MPa, Poisson ratio II == 0.17 and 
fracture energy G I == 66N 1m. The direct tensile strength In is assumed to be a function of the 
compressive strength: 

I" = 0.269/.°·... = I" = 0.269(30.0)~'" = 2.60MPa (3) 

The values of the initial tangent modulus and softening modulus in compression are assumed as: 

E = SOIS/h [M Pa) = E = 27S00M Pa 

E" = - E./8.0 = E« = -3S00M Pa 

3.2 Shelr tranlfer acros. the crack 

(4) 

(S) 

Employing a smeared. crack approach, the FE program AXIS has the options for both the fixed 
crack model based on orthotropic concepts and the rotating crack model based on nonlinear elasticity 
relations in principal coordinates. In the fixed cra~ model, the mechanisms of shea.r trander accross 
'he c:ra~ due to aggregate interlock or dowel action is simulated by reducing the value of the shear 
modulus corresponding to the crack plane according to the following expression: 

E 
G == PGinifi,d :;;;; {j 2(1 + v) (6) 

In the program, the shear retention factor {J can be assumed as constant or variable. For a. variable 
fj value the following expression derived by Kolmar (5] is utilised: 

I 'm n-
{J = _..-£I.. c, (

I' - o.OOS) c, = 7.0 + 5.0 0.015 (
I' - o.OOS) c, = 10.0 - 2.S O.OIS (7) 

in which em (given in 0/00) is the strain perpendicular to the crw and 14 :s 0.02 is the reinforcement 

ratio rela.ted. to the considered finite element. 

4. RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

The influence of different crack models on the load displacement behavior of one analysed beam (load 
case a, stirrups ~10) is shown in Fig. 4. When using a fixed crack model in connection with variable 
shear retention factor a.ccording to Eq. 7, the beam fails in .hear. However, the use of a fixed crack 
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model with constant sheM retention factor, or a rotating cra.ck model wiU result in a. complettly 
different behavior, namely a bending failure with considerably hlgher ultima.te loads. Therefore, the 
fixed crack model with shear retention (&Clor by Kalmar is used for the entire analysis. 

The ultima.te stage is reached after extensive diagonal cra.ck.ing and after yielding of stirrups in c.a.se 
of beams with shear reinforcement. The ultimate shear forces P" for all a.nalysed cases are listed 
in Table 1. The ultimate shea.r stresses, computed by tlv =' P,,/(7bd/8), are shown in Fig. 5. A 
comparison of the results for load ease Q with empirical formula.a by Kordina. and Blume (6J. MaUee 
[71 and Specht [81 is presented iD Fig. 6 (&eO [41 Cor detail.). For lower .bear reinCorcement ratios, the 
FE analysis gives higher ultimate sbear stresses than the empirical formulas. This can be explained 
by the fact th&1 with the FE analysis a T-beam was considered, while the empirical formulas are valid 
for beams with rectangular cross section. Test resulta prove that the shear strength of T-beams is 
about 20% higher than for beams with rectangular croea-section. Numerically obtained rate of shear 
strength increase with increasing shear reinforcement ratio P. i. somewhat lower than in empirical. 
formulas, but matches well the prediction by the exact truss analogy for which the shear carried 
by stirrups is equal to: tI .. = p.f.,1dga. The angle of major inclined crack Q increases (and dgo 
decreases) with increasing reinforcement ratios. lIo'NCver, in most code provisions and empiric.al 
formulas it is assumed that v, = P'/''IK in which the constant multiplyer K does not depend on p, . 
The consequence is a steeper increase of the ultimate shear stress then in the case with K :::: dgo. 

DO ¢6mm ¢6mm qllOmm 2q\8mm 
stirrups 

A. [mm'j 56.5 100.5 157.1 20J.l 

Load • 259 291 320 345 384 
Case b 282 308 330 381 428 

< 306 338 375 427 485 

Table 1. Ultimate Force P" (Reaction at the Support) an [kNI 

The values of ultimate shear force in Table I, and ultimate sheu stresses in Fig. 5 reveal hlgher 
shear strengths for load cases band e than for load use a . The reason is a shift from a concentrated 
load (load case a) towards a. more uniformly distributed. load (load cases b,c) . According to test 
results, under otherwise tonstant conditions, the shear strength of a beam with distributed loads is 
higher than for concentrated loa.ds. Thia change of loa.ding arra.ngement represents a. change of the 
shear span ratio and precludes the direct comparison between load case a and load cases b,c. 

To study the inftuence at anchor loads on the shear strength of beams, load cases band c which have 
the same shear span ratio are compared. The placement at anchoring elements in the bottom zone 
(load case b) results in a lower shear strength than for the beam where all loads are applied on the 
top surfa.ce (load case c). The measure of decrease is obtained from a comparison of the ultimate 
loads by: 

P< 
(8) 

in which superscripts denote load eases. Obtained values are presented in Fig. 7. The results show 
that t~e difference .of s~ear strength is within the range at 8 _ 11%. The higher shear strength for l~ 
case CIS explaned In Fig. 8, where from the free body diagram follows that a part of the top load IS 

directly traoslerred to the support. In contrast to that, the bottom load must be transferred to the 
top zone by stirrups before being lra.:nsferred to the support by diagonal. struts. Deta.iJ.s concerning 
the decrease of shear strength are discussed in [4] . In the present analysis , the decrease of shear 
~tren~h. lor the ~ without shear reinforcement is about 8%. This is sQrnewhat higher than found 
In a. slmJlac analySIs performed by Cervenka. et al. (2] for beams without shear reinforcement where 
100% of the load is applied in the bottom zone and a decrease of 8-10% is obtained. 
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I. CONCLUSIONS 

The performed analysis gives a.n insight into the behavior of rejnforced concrete beams which are 
loaded by & concentrated load on the top surface and by equally distributed loads over the top or 
bottom zones. The analysis shows that loads introduced into the bottom zone by headed anthors 
mipt negatively infiuence the shear carrying capacity. The effects of different load arrangements 
are outlined. 
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